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COLLECTIVE NOTES

We’re running a feature article in this

packet on the effects of New York City’s financial
crisis on the public school system here. Minority
students have suffered the mcst from the contin-
uing det er Lorat ion of public education, and it’s
clear that this is not unique to N.Y.C If you
have similar information from your area, please
send it to us.

There’s also an article in this packet on
the situation of Haitian refugees in this country
and the United States' refusal to grant them
political asylum. In general, U , S immigration
policy looks favorably on refugees from countries
like Cuba—whom it claims are fleeing "Communism"

—

but not on refugees from right-wing dictatorships
like Haiti, whom it claims are leaving for "economic"
reasons.. We’ll have photos of Haiti in an upcoming
packet- Also soon to come are photos irom the
Inauguration in Washington, D-C-

One more note—you should be getting your
February bills any day. We need the money badly
so please pay as soon as you can

That's all for now,

LNS

IF YOU ARE MISSING A PAGE OR GET A BADLY PRINTED GRAPHIC, LET US KNOW AND WE W1L SEND YOU ANOTHER SOON.
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HOW REAL IS THE NATURAL GAS CRISIS?

NEW YORK (LNS)--In mid-January, as apparent
shortages of natural gas kept millions of people
shivering from cold temperatures in their homes,
and out of school and jobs, a mysterious classi-
1 led ad appeared in the Wall Street Journal: "15

million MCE of natural gas available for sale,"
No name, only a box number for buyers to reply.

Are people cold from a genuine natural gas
shortage? As with the oil and gasoline "energy
crisis" a few years hack, an independent evaluation
of the quantity of available natural gas by obser-
vers outside the energy corporations is difficult.
Estimates of reserves are compiled only by an
industry trade group, the American Gas Association.

To begin to untangle the origins of this
latest "crisis," critics say it is important to

note that we no longer have separate oil, coal,
uranium or natural gas industries, but an energy
industry controlled by former oil giants. Exxon,
Texaco, Phillips, Gulf and Mobil are the largest
natural gas producers in the United States, in

that order.

These producers have continually claimed,
since Federal price regulation of interstate gas
sales began in 1954, that the result would be

natural gas shortages caused by an artificially
low price of gas set by government regulations.

"In fact, there has never been one (a short-
age)," wrote James Ridgeway in his book The Last
Play: The Struggle to Monopolize the World's Energy
Resources . "Their claims coincided with each de-
cision by the courts or the Federal Power Commission
limiting their prices."

According to energy company researcher and

critic Joe Stork, "the evidence suggests that the

only thing 'artifical* about natural gas prices

is that they are based on costs of production and

do not contain the spread of monopoly profits
in the 'competing* fuels controlled by the oil

companies .

"

In other words, energy corporations want the

price of natural gas — which is comparatively
cheap to produce — to rise to the price of an e-

quivalent amount of oil, which is several times

more expensive.

Seeking Higher Rates

As for the immediate causes of this winter's

problems, James Flug, director of Energy Action,

a Washington D.C. -based group, points to a number

of circumstances.

"For the past few years," explains Flug, "the

natural gas producers have expected that all price

lids on natural gas would be lifted. Therefore,

just on a pure arithmatic basis, it was in their

economic interests to keep gas in the ground as

long as possible, until the price lids were lift-

ed."

As a result of this winter's severe cold

weather, subsequent high fuel consumption, and

shortages, the Federal Power Commission (FPC) be-

gan allowing some emergency purchases of gas from

intrastate pipelines by interstate suppliers at

the higher local rates. (If gas is produced and

sold in the same state, it's considered intra-

state; if it is produced in one state, but sold in

others, it is interstate.)

The top Federal ceiling for interstate gas

is $1.42 per thousand cubic feet at the well head,

considerably less than the intrastate price,

which goes up to $2,25 per thousand cubic feet.

Consequently, Flug explains, gas producers
have pulled back gas from the interstate market,
trying to sell their gas to intermediary distri-
butors on the local market at the higher prices.
Then, as a result of emergency measures by the

Federal Power Commission this winter, these dis-
tributors are permitted to sell the gas across
the country at the higher, unregulated price .Costs
increases are passed on to consummers bills.

Energy corporations say the solution to the
problem is to deregulate natural gas and allow
interstate prices to float along with the price
of intrastate gas. Critics say the solution is to
regulate the interstate as well as intrastate
prices . They estimate that deregulation of gas
would lead to an increase in fuel bills totalling
$10-20 billion a year.

Towards Deregulation?

The Carter administration introduced a bill
in Congress on January 26 which could be the first
step towards aiding the energy companies with the
eventual deregulation of gas prices. Under cur-
rent law the Federal Power Commission can grant
interstate distributors permission for 60-day
emergency purchases of gas from suppliers at
unregulated prices; Carter proposes extending the
allowable time period to 150 days. An earlier
FPC practice of permitting 180-day emergency sales
was overturned in court as amounting to deregula-
tion ,

Just prior to the Carter bill the Wall Street
Journal was reporting that, "Shut-offs of natural
gas revive the movement in Congress to deregulate
prices. Chances of success appear the best yet."

Despite shortages — 'natural' or manufac-
tured — the country's energy companies are expected
"to earn millions of dollars in additional profits
because of the cold-induced demand for their pro-
ducts," the New York Times reported, citing Wall
Street analysts.

Exxon's profit in the fourth quarter of 1976— which was substantially colder than the same
period a year earlier — rose almost 7% to $680
million . So far, three—fourths of the country's
20 largest oil companies have filed their 1976
earnings, and all reported substantial increases
in profit as high as 534 in the fourth quarter.

-30-
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I'M n-n STATES DENIES ASYLUM TO REFUGEES
FROM HAITIAN DICTATORSHIP

M f , „' '
• r - i \, , ; 7 ; ca I . Wien yon come from

1
"•

' considered a martyr But when you
•

" ' * '
>

* ha* r

s purposed tc be a country
;

i erne, t\ you're, sent to jail "

—Father Jean Yves Urfie, one
of four Haitian fathers expelled
from Haiti in i 9 6 9 ,

talking about
the situation of Haitian refugees
in the United States

NEW iORK (LNS)--In the past four years, nearly
JOuO H.i i i ions have fled to the United States They
ike rtf 800-mile journey in small boats landing

i . . eg.i I [ \ in the U . S , , near Miami.

Expecting to be granted political asylum, most
h-> . e Dc-j;i met instead with immediate imprisonment

,

one , in!', an t inaiiy released on bail, have had to tope
with ^ urr ^asts and the inability to get work per—
mi.- Must have survived on charity or by working
illegally in migrant ^ amp s Ihey u.e in overcr owded
r i t : t es- in Miami and Belle Grade, Florida, under
t r,c ur. stunt threat of deportation. Ihree have
v -mm i r ; d sui.ide during their time in prison— the
i :rsr m l9M, only days be Lore he was to be deported
:a:k :c Haiti.

Hi; number of Haitians that the United States
has dji cod) deported to that Caribbean .ountry is
nr.kr.jwr; . but a recent investigation of the where-
at' l. t 2 5 deported refugees, located only two
cm : !i7"., and most critics assume that the rest are
Litriur i.n Haitian prisons or have died

"This is a life and death matter,” stressed
Sue Sullivan of the National Council cf Churches
wnkh, ilong with the Haitian Fathers, the American
Commit!-; tor the Protection ot the Foreign Born,
and the Emergency Civil Liberties Union, spear-
headed a recent campaign to win political asylum for

the. Ha i c lans .

Fur a three-day period—January 26-28—Haitian
retugees and their supporters conducted vigils in

front of the WThite House. Ihey also held Congres-
si-Gd; briefings in which they testified to the

br.tai situation in their homeland which caused them

to flee, and the risks they would face if they

were to return.

i he Refugees— A Question Of Politics

The- United States has refused to grant Haitians
refugee status on the grounds that they are fleeing

for ev.cr.umic, not political reasons. One of the

poorest ountries in the world, Haiti has a starva-

tion rate comparable to Pakistan and Ethiopia, and

an illiteracy rate of 90%. The average yearly in-
• erne is only $70, while inflation continues to

giow. And with a recent drought in the northern

part ui the country, there are reports that parents

are selling their children to rich people in the

cities so they won't starve

"Bu*- to make a distinction between economic

and political refugees is ridiculous, " Father Jean

Ur* re o' the Haitian Fathers in Brooklyn, New York,

raid LNS . One of lour priests expelled from Haiti

1 969 under the "Papa Dec” Duval ler regime, Ur lie

sr reused that "the reason the euonomiu situation in

Haiti is s u ter rible is political. T he economy

p

A
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in

wouldn’t be so bad if American companies didn’t

pay workers an average of $1 a day . . . And if a

government was interested in its people, it wouldn’t

accept foreign companies that pay those kinds of

wages .

’’

"But this government is so corrupt," he contin-

ued, "that if a company want anything, all they

have to do is pay some big shot a big tip, and they

get whatever they want."

He cited an example several years ago where
the Haitian island of Tortuga was given to the Dupont
Caribbean Company for 99 years. And more recently,
Haiti made another deal with the Crux Petroleum
Company which gives the American company rights to

prospect all over the country as well as the sea lim-
its.

"Meanwhile, the Hai tian-American Meat Packing
Company (HACO) is exporting meat to Puerto Rico
while the Haitian population is starving," Urfie
said

In orienting itself to meet the needs of foreign
corporations, Haiti has become dependent largely on
coffee and sugar. "Foreign companies are buying land
from Haitian farmers at ridiculously low prices,"
explained Urfie- "Poor Haitian farmers grow food

—

yams, corn—not exports. But the foreign companies
are interested in coffee and sugar, so the farmers
are forced to sell their land and they have to work
(for wages) like workers in the cities. And then no
food is produced; Haiti has to import rice from
Carolina .

"

"That’s what I mean when I say politics and
economics are intertwined," he concluded. "To
get the kinds of deals these companies get, you need
to have a dictatorship . .

<

”

U.S. military and economic aid to that dicta-
torship has increased over the past few years.
$700,000 in military grants have been allocated to
Haiti for 1977- This does not include the $1 million
worth of arms and training Hair a is buying from a
private American firm called Aerotrade, which re-
cruits ex-Marines to go to Haiti and train Duvalier’s
private police force, known as the Leopards.

Repression Continues

The present dictator of Haiti is Jean Claude
Duvalier, who came to power in 1972 when his father
died. Although the U.S, and the Haitian governments
claim that political repression as decreased under
the new Duvalier, there are still no freedoms: no
newspapers except government papers, and no unions
except Duvalier’ s.

Duvalier made a show of a Christmas amnesty for
ninety people, claiming that there were no more poli-
tical prisoners in Haiti. But Amnesty International
reports that only 30 prisoners were actually released
and that in the past few months over one hundred more
were arrested just in the Port-au-Prince area. "Such
arrests which are rarely followed by legal proceedings
or information about the prisoners’ circumstances,
are virtual kidnappings," charged the international
organization,,

"The Ton-Ton Macoutes—Haitian police—have free
license to do whatever they want," stressed Sullivan

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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WORKERS LAID OFF FOR COLD WEATHER
CAM APPLY FOR UNEMPLOYMENT

by Raymond Avrutis

WASHINGTON DC (LNS)— If you are laid off because
ot cold weather — even if it’s just for three days
lr‘ an >

T one week — You may be entitled to draw Un-
employment Insurance (UI) benefits.

^ ou should apply for UI the same week you are
laid off. Because you do not collect UI until after
v'u have filed, each week of delay in filing means
one less unemployment check.

Also, if your employer re-hires you and then
lays you off again, you will already have served
the one-week waiting period required in most states
before a new claim can be filed. So you'll be able
to return immediately to the unemployment office to
re-open your claim.

Employers often do not inform workers that they
are eligible to draw UI benefits if laid off. UI
does not come out of your paycheck (except small
amounts deducted in Alabama, Alaska and New Jersey)
but from unemployment taxes which your employer has
paid into the state's UI trust fund. Extended bene-
fits are financed 50% by the employer and 50% from
federal tax revenues.

You will be disqualified for leaving a job only
if you quit without good cause or were fired for
misconduct. Being laid off due to cold weather does
not fit into either of these two categories. (A few
states will look at the reason you left the job
previous to your most recent one.)

Tax-free unemployment benefits often amount
to one-half of your wages before taxes. A person
who earned $150 a week gross could receive $75
a week in UI benefits.

—30—

(Raymond Avrutis is author of How To Collect Unem-
ployment Benefits: Complete Information For All 50
States . It is available from Schocken Books, Inc.,
200 Madison Ave. , New York, N.Y. 10016 for $1.25
plus 35c postage.
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’THEN YOUR COFFEE’S SHORT — ON COFFEE

NEW YORK (LNS)— Suisse Mocha, Cafe Francais,
Cafe Vienna and Orange Cappuccino have all been
exposed for what they are — sugar, chemicals and
less than one-third coffee. It came to light in a

San Francisco courtroom January 21, when Maxwell
House Coffee, a division of the General Foods Cor-
poration, was charged with false advertising, fraud,

and deceit for labeling these products "internation-
al cof r ee."

A spokesperson for the food giant, quoted in

the New York Times, claimed -he didn't know the

true make-up of the four "coffees" "The contents
are listed," he said, "but there is no requirement
to list the percentages."

-30-

SOUTH AFRICAN POLICE CAN SHOOT "IN GOOD FAITH"

NEW YORK (LNS)—The South African government
has a law for every occasion. When the Terrorist
Act or the Internal Security Act won't do the trie!

in a given situation, creative minds go to work anc

a bill is passed.

Take the "good faith" bill, proposed by the
Vorster regime on January 25. It says that police-
men acting in "good faith" to prevent or control
rioting will be immune from civil or criminal pros-
ecution. And, the bill backdates the immunity to
last June 16, the first day of a series of large
student demonstrations against apartheid in black
townships throughout South Africa.

Hundreds of people were killed by police bulle
during those summer demonstrations, and a number
of civil cases are pending in which blacks accuse
the police of murder, as well as malicious damage
to property. But if the bill goes through — as
it's almost ceitain to do given the governing
Nationalist Party's overwhelming majority in parlia-
ment — these suits will undoubtedly be quashed.

The bill fails to define what constitutes
"good faith" by police, but says that when challeng-
ed in court, good faith will be presumed until the
contrary is proved. This contradicts another
formal point of South African law — the presumption
that a person brought to trial is guilty unless
pro wn innocent. But the police need all the breaks
they can get

.

—30—
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THIS IS LOSING, GERALD?

NEW YORK (LNS)—Pity the poor ex-president of
the United States. Gerald Ford is moving to Palm
Springs, California, where his $90,500 a year pensio
qualifies him for the poor house.

"1 feel sorry for him," remarked a member of
the Thunderbird Country Club, where Ford is expect-
ed to be nominated for honorary membership — which
may spare him an initiation fee of about $20,000.
"He can't survive up there on just $100,000 a year.
He'll be under demand to entertain beyond his
means .

"

Of course as an ex-president. Ford is also en-
titled to $96,000 a year for staff and office ex-
penses. But that's work. And with 30 miles of
plush estates, 37 golf courses and 5,000 swimming
pools, the password in Palm Springs is play.

The Fords plan to rent until they settle into
the desert loutine and build a home of their own,
which the New York Times speculates will probably
be along the Thunderbird s 13th fairway, adjacent
to the home of Leonard K. Firestone.

There's also membership in the "Five Month
29-Day Club "to consider. That’s the maximum time
you can live in California in a calendar year and
escape paying state income taxes — and nearly
everyone in the area belongs

.

—30—
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LNS NEEDS THE NEWS FROM YOUR COMMUNITY!! CALL US UP, WRITE ABOUT IT, PHOTOGRAPH IT — BUT LET US KNOW TODAY
LNS, 17 W. 17th St., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011 (212) 989-3555
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NAV!V: ‘ amir; cans organize pelher defense commxiiee

by Candy Hami Iron

PINE RIDGE RESERVATION, S.D. (LNS)—Resident

s

l
'*

: 'to Pino Ridge Reservation have recently formed
d "tense committee for Leonard Peltier, a Sioux

Inn inn who faces charges in the deaths of two FBI
acoiu-v killed on the reservation in 1975,, The trial
i ' .-o; tor March 14 in Fargo, North Dakota

Two ol Peltier’s co-defendants were found
innocent m a highly publicized trial In the summer

1

^
" b - Char ges against a third co-defendant were

dropped shortly afterwards.

Peltier was arrested in Canada last February
and wis placed in solitary confinement. Supported
by daily demonstrations at Vancouver extradition
hearings, he fought a long battle for political
asvlim in Canada. But his appeals were rejected
and he was turned over to U.S. authorities on
he* ember 17, 1976. Peltier doubts that he can get
a fair trial in the U.S., and sees himself as the
F B

I

' s last "scapegoat" in their effort to cenvim
someone on the murder charges.

'Peltier stands in danger of his life," reads
a statement written in early January by Ogiaia
Lukoil (Sioux) tribe members, "not because he _cm-

n i : : r:l any crime but because he has been a strong
vo',cl leader for Indian rights and because he has

assisted the Oglala Lakota nation."

The defense group on the reservation is cur-

rent I v raising funds for Peltier’s trial, ^lr.uia-
l

:

ng pet l Lions on his behalf, and conducting in-

vestigations into the June 26 shcoring incident

m which two FBT agents and one Indian man were

killed. No one has ever been charged in the death
of the Indian, Joe Stuntz Kills Right

One of the major projects of the Pine Ridge

Peltier Defense Committee is the invest lgat l c

n

and Jot umenta t ion of FBI harassment of reservation

res ’cents in connection with Peltier's case I he

most recent incident occurred January 18 when eight

FBI agents arrested Angie Long Visitor after DteaK-

. ng into her home without a warrant in the ear ..y

mw ruing hours. Long Visiter was placed under $i 0,000

bond and held as a material witness in the upmming
Peltier trial.

In a statement issued later that day, Came
Old '

. ka Win, a women's organization on the reser-

vation, termed the arrest "harassment." Long Visitor

has been active in support cf all fear co-def erase. t£

and members oi her family testified for the defense

in the trial of two of the defendants last summer

Long Visitor and her husband Ivis spent three menrhs

Jn jail in 1975 because they refused to testify

be lore a grand jury investigating the June 26

shoo l i ng

.

The shooting incident occurred on the proper-

ty owned by Ivis Long Visitor's grandparents, the

Jumping Bulls. The Long Visitors and Jumping Burls

arc' among many Pine Ridge residents who have faced

constant harassment from the FBI ever since the

shoo 1 ings

.

The Pine Ridge defense greup is working in

fooperatien with other Peltier Defense Committees

PACE” *4 LIBERATION News Service v(/64o,

in the states of Minnesota, Orgeon and Washington,^

and in several Canadian cities. These groups held

dem; ns t r at ions throughout the U.S. and Canada

during Peltier's fight against extradition, and plai

to continue their active support for Peltier during

hi- upcoming trial,
—30—
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ECONOMY ON THE UP AND UP. . .A VIEW FROM THE TOP?

NEW YORK (LNS)—Thank god the economy is look-

ing up for somebody! The business section of the

New Hrk Times reported in mid—January that salaries

tor new corporate presidents and chief executive

officers will be skyrocketing well into six figures

m ‘77

"Presidents, chief executive officers and top

marketing executives are expected to increase their

ompensation packages faster than other job cate-
gories in 1977," says Carl W. Menk, president of

Boyden Associates, one of the country's largest
exe.utive recruiters.

The demand is strong now, the Times explains,
bemuse many "recession-scarred companies, now sen-
sing greater stability in the economy, want to build
a strong top management to head into 1980." And
ic'=* dn executive's market, because people in their
40' s

— "the prime age for corporate leaders"— are
scarce. (Ihese are Depression babies — born at a

time when the birth rate was low.)

Menk &ays at least a 25% increase in salary
is required tc "motivate" an executive to change
jebs Philip E Beekman, 45 years old, left the pres-

idency cf the Colgate Palmolive Company for a com-
parable pest at Seagrams and a $100,000 raise, to
$275, 000 a year

.

Others have gone for "package deals." For in-
Revlon, Inc. lured Michel C. Bergerac from

III ter $325,000 a year for two years plus $1.5
mi Hi on up front — an advance bonus.

Chief executives' pay at companies with sales
:i $500 mil lien rose from an average $163,000 in
i9/0 m $200,000 in 1975. And at the $1 billion
Sait; level, chief execs' pay grew from $201,000 to
$241,000 on the average in 1975, according to
me management consultant firm of McKinsey & Co.
G t n v r New York Times sources say these average
Salaries will jump to $250,000 and $300,000 re-
spectively in 1977, and may well go higher.

—30—
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CORN, TOMATOES, AND ALL THAT JAZZ

"We keep reading that 'The Indian gave us corn
and tomatoes ’ and 'Black people gave us jazz.'
Ir. n implies chat the only value of other cultures
mes in what 'they' contributed to 'our' society.
Ana it clearly distinguishes between 'us' (read
* hi :t

j

and 'them' (read others)."

-- Dr. Robert Moore, discussing the
C : u r :i 1 _n Interracial Books for Children's new
ftcoj "stereotypes, Distortions and Omissions in
U s Hictory Books.

"
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BEHIND IHE "PSYCHOLOGY OF LOW EXPECTATIONS"

As early as 1 9 7 1 ,
reading scores among eighth

graders in New York City were rapidly falling be-
i it ii

i_ _ w nacional norms

At that time, Annie Stein, community activist,

consultant and curriculum evaluator of the New York

City public s-hool system, pointed out that the

scores in the city's "white school districts main—

rained steady improvement; the minority group dis-

ci ias steadily declined, getting further and fur-

ther behind national norms Children in Black

and Puerto Rican schools do not learn to read.

Teachers speak of what amounts to an engrain-

ed "caste" system for minority students- The fail-

ure oi the school system in educating minority

scudencs, Bob Reilly explains, is the result of

teachers' low expectations for and erroneous as-

sumptions about Black and Puerto Rican students.

"The school is geared to this expectation of

failure," wrote Annie Scein m an article published

in 197] entitled "Strategies for Failure." "Like

che child," Stein wrote, "the teacher fulfills

this expectation And as the self-fulfilling pro-

phecy unfolds, it reinforces the teachers’ low ex-

tat ions "

Stall cutbacks have forced these teachers to deal
with an entire class at one level, thus affording less
time u students with the least developed skills.
"The end result has been a demoralization of the teach-
ers since more kids are slipping through without an
edu.au.n," explained Pat Walter, a teacher at the

Annex

Operation "Push-out "

Ihe simplest way for the Central Board to alle-
viate the pressure caused by overcrowding is to get
the student out of the school According to some

the schools have done just that in a system-
atic program — "push-cut "

Oot oi the ways students are pushed out is by in-
creasing the rate of suspensions and expulsions. It
hao been estimated by seme sources that suspensions
during tnc ^ast two months of i9?6 equal the amount re-
-cidea ever an entire semester last year-

Another method is to reduce transportation subsi-
dies At one point the Central Board decided to stop
irauing tram passes to students Eventually the
pai;6a were reinstituted due to pressure from the Tran-
sit. Authority, which was losing revenues from the
Board's decision- But the new passes cover only half
-i the fare In addition, the Central Board has ad-
ded an extra 1/2-miie to che eligibility distance.

"Many students Cannot afford the cost of the trans-
portation and instead of showing up to a class where
they’re not being taught anything, they stop coming
to ~-hool 7

" Pat Walter explained-

"In some classes the student population is so
large Lhere aren't enough seats for everyone," Bob
Re.iiy noted This is another facet of "push-out,"
How lung will students sh^w up in a class where they
can t sit and where no modicum of learning is occurring'
I he y begin to hang out m the hallways and the cafe-
teriao "
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With increasing numbers of students roaming
the hallways, the accent of the schools is be-
ginning to shift from education to security.

Control is creeping in, the purpose of which
is to keep the system "viable," The overflow of
students into halls and lunch rooms is viewed
<<s a terrifying situation by those teachers who
already view minority students as "noneducable"
and delinquents." in order to dampen what is

considered a potentially explosive situation,
security guards and hall patrols have become
more prevalent.

Even for the students who do attend classes
— it is estimated that between 25 - 30% of the
student enrollment what is termed "no-shows"
— only a mere vestige of education remains. The
curriculum has been stripped down to the basic
skeleton. Many elective courses in foreign
languages, mathematics

, history social sci-
ences have been eliminated throughout the city’s
high schools. Inter-scholastic sports and after
school recreation programs have been cut to the

point where administrators, teachers and students
alike doubt their viability. The budget crisis
has also meant the end of enr -~K' ;

such as music and art, and less remediation.

College Bound, for example, a special educa-
tional program at the high school level, was elim-
inated when New York City failed to meet federal
matching funds. "Attendance was 100%^' said

Bob Reilly, describing the program, 'The in-

centive came from the special atmosphere gen-

erated plus the promise of being placed in a

college .

"

An open corridor program in P-S. 84, which
added greater flexibility to education there,

has been completely disrupted by the cuts. The

extremely high staff turnover has taken a great

emotional toll on teachers and students alike,

"The open corridor program necessitated spe-

cially trained teachers," asserted Diane Morales,

a member of Community School Board // 3. "Our

teachers have now been fired and replaced by

others who aren't Cfit) for the job and quite

often view the program as chaotic. They then

Lake it out on the kids."

Given New York City’s continuing financial

crisis, the quality of education in the public

schools is not likely to improve. Teachers w it£i

flexible ideas are being laid off; the curriculum

has become a rigid listing of basic courses, and

the hallways more and more resemble prison yards.

Finally, the budget cuts contribute to an overall

economic situation which buttresses the false

argument that minority students cannot learn-'
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HAITIAN REFUGEES DENIED ASYLUM—continued from

page 2:

of the National Council of Churches. Resident

Haitians, as well as refugees, are continually

watched and often threatened that if they criti

Duvalier, their relatives in Haiti will be

tracked down. "That's why it's often hard to get

Haitians to talk publicly about what's going on

One Haitian woman who testified during the

recent Congressional briefings said she was ini-

tially going to wear a head mask to prevent being

identified by the Ton-Ton Macoutes. But "everyone

I love in Haiti is already dead or missing."

She described how the Macoutes first killed

her parents and her brother, and then when her

house was burning how they beat her when she tried

to rescue her child. She fled the country, applied

for asylum in the U.S. and tried to stay in touch

with her sister who was keeping her other child.

But they both disappeared shortly after the Macoutes

came asking for her whereabouts.

"One of the reasons there's so much trouble

proving our case— that these Haitians should be

granted political asylum— is the classism and

racism of U.S. immigration policy," Sullivan con-

cluded. "These refugees are poor and black and

they don't fit the U.S.’s image of what a refugee

should look like. They don't step off the boat

ready to present a long articulate statement of

their ideological opposition to the government. . .

"Furthermore, the United States only recog-

nizes refugees if they are fleeing from Communism,"
she explained. "And that's written in the law

—

the 1968 Alien and Naturalization Act—which began
as the anti-communist McCarran Act. So we're not

just talking about 1800 Haitians. We're talking
about all the people fleeing from right wing op-
pression which the U.S. refuses to recognize."
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INTERIOR DEPARTMENT SOFT ON COAL COMPANIES

NEW YORK (LNS)—The Interior Department is not
known for its strict enforcement of the Coal Mine
Safety Act, And the Department has gone so far
as to formally reprimand a judge in early 1976
for fining the Harlan Nc . 4 Coal Company $2,682
in penalties for safety violations.

Kent Frizzell, Under-Secretary of the Interior
at the time, put the criticism in Administrative r

Judge Joseph B. Kennedy's personnel file, charging
that he —known to be tough on coal operators-- had
knowingly disregarded an earlier agreement between
the Interior Department and a federal district
court judge. That agreement stipulated that a com-
pany suit challenging the department's authority to
impose fines would have to be settled before any
new fines could be levied.

Judge Kennedy says that he interpreted a subse-
quent court decision to put off the coal company's
suit "indefinitely" as a disposal of it, and then
acted to force payment on his own.

Backed by several legal and judicial groups,
Kennedy challenged Frizzell's reprimand and after
much delay and pressure it looks like the reprimand
will soon be expunged.

But while lawyers have argued for nearly a
year over the propreity of the reprimand, the coal
company has still avoided paying the $2,682 plus
$30,000 more in previously assessed fines :cr
other mine safety violations.
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TOP RIGHT: N.Y.C. Street Scene.

CREDIT: Miriam Bokser/LNS,

TOP LEFT: Students in a classroom of

a N.Y.C. Public School.

CREDIT: Sophie Rivera/LNS

.

COULD GO WITH STORY ON PAGE 5.

MIDDLE RIGHT: Big Oil Octapus.

CREDIT: Prairie Star/LNS

.

SEE STORY PAGE 1.

BOTTOM LEFT: Ford in Unemployment Line.

COULD GO WITH STORY ON PAGE 3.

BOTTOM RIGHT: Big Apple

CREDIT: Daily World/LNS

.
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